Spill: Oil and Orcas in the Salish Sea

The Strander family, vacationing on a sailboat watches in disbelief as a container ship grounds
on the rocks off Stuart Island in the San Juans. Will they be able to help turn back the orcas
that are heading for the deadly bunker fuel oozing from the torn open hull? Can they help put a
boom in place to keep the tide from pushing the oil into pristine Mosquito Pass? Will Sidney,
on her jet ski, be able to rescue kayakers surrounded by the fast drifting oil? When the ship
explodes and catches Stuart Island on fire, will the Sea Scout troop make it to safety? Will
Mr. Strander recover after his near drowning when he plunges into the gooey mess trying to
rescue an oiled river otter? This book imagines a relatively small container ship oil spill in the
Salish Sea as a wakeup call for what could happen with the proposed dramatically increased
tanker traffic in the Haro Strait area. The effects of such a spill could extend from Vancouver
to Seattle, destroying that pristine environment, including orcas and other marine life.
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(Paperback). Book Review. This is actually the greatest publication i have go through right up
until now. I really could. â€œThey spend most of their time feeding in the Salish Sea, so if
there is a spill it's extremely likely they will be present,â€• she said. â€œThis is a small. In a
book launch co-sponsored by Griffin Bay Bookstore of Spill: A Story of Oil and Orcas in the
Salish Sea, author Dave Anderson will discuss and read from his.
Spill has 0 ratings and 1 review. Tammy Hunter said: Eco-thriller in the San Juan Islands near
SeattleThis book is about an oil spill in the San.
But the risk of an oil spill from greater tanker traffic is another danger ships travel to and from
Canadian and U.S. ports in the Salish Sea, and.
face if a catastrophic oil tanker spill were to occur in the Salish Sea, Southern resident killer
whales are already threatened by declining. Oil spills and their implications for killer whales.
Kinder Morgan is planning a 7- fold increase in oil tanker traffic through the Salish Sea as part
of their expanded .
Only 75 killer whales remain in the Salish Sea, a waterway that As far heading off damage
from oil spills, the government will expand the use. An orca whale â€œspyhopsâ€• in the
Salish Sea in the San Juan Islands, July 31, A recent series of underreported oil spills and
maritime mishaps. The Salish Sea Protection package of new legislation, will commit the state
to dramatically improving oil spill response, strengthening. But now the orcas of the Salish sea
face what conservationists say is . the community's concerns was the possibility of an oil spill,
she said. paging_filter--pIn calm seas off the west side of San Juan Island, my kayak bobs
gently in a kelp bed. In the water about a quarter-mile distance from me, orcas.
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